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Mint: Club fees. Books. Tuition. Food. College adds up – quickly. Mint is a web and mobile                 
app that helps you keep track of your spending. Plus, it’s never too early to start cultivating                 
good credit. 

 Chegg: Instead of buying textbooks every semester, find cheap rentals (with free shipping) on              
Chegg. Get 2 FREE guided solutions each week & free previews of any eTextbook in our                
library. Chegg, the Student Hub, is pleased to bring you millions of textbooks and solutions               
packed into one glorious app! 

 
 
 Blackboard: Blackboard Mobile LearnTM makes it easier for you to keep up with your courses               

by letting you access them whenever and wherever you want. 

 

DCCCD: Stay connected with the colleges of Dallas County Community College District             
wherever you are. Find out how to get around campus, browse course schedules, stay up-to-date               
with the latest campus news, connect to eCampus, eConnect and more. It’s DCCCD in the palm                
of your hand! 

 

My Homework: helps students at any level improve their organization and become better             
students. It is an easy-to-use tool for tracking homework in a simple interface. Assignments are               
tracked by due date and assigned a color – red, orange, or blue – depending on their priority. 

 
iStudiez Pro: keeps track of your deadlines, grades and more across all Mac devices – all you                 
need to do is plug your class schedule into the app. It comes with both Cloud syncing and iCal                   
integration.  
Available for $2.99 for iOS.  

 

 Evernote: is the app that saves everything you need – literally. You can type a note, take a                  
photo, record audio or attach a file in this app that syncs to all your connected devices. The                  
more you use it, the more uses you’ll find for it. (For starters, it’s great for group projects and                   
term paper research). 

Notability: is a popular note-taking app that not only lets you take typed notes, but handwritten                
ones as well. On top of that, you also get options for annotating documents and recording                
capabilities. This makes it perfect for notating and highlighting papers and lab sheets. As for               
lectures, using the voice recording option makes it easier than ever to   refer to later. 



Dropbox: makes sharing files easy with other people in your study group don’t even need to                
be Dropbox users to send you files over the service, but if they’re smart enough to get into                  
college, they probably have Dropbox too. Sign up for an account and grab mobile apps for                
your Android, iPhone, iPad, BlackBerry, Windows Phone, and Kindle Fire. 

Khan Academy: Do you enjoy learning from the Khan Academy? Now you can do that on                
your iPhone or Android phone. Browse the entire Khan Academy curriculum. Videos            
organized by subjects, sorted in curriculum order. Bookmark lessons for quick access. 

 
 Dragon Dictation: Dragon Dictation is an easy-to-use voice recognition application powered           

by Dragon® NaturallySpeaking® that allows you to easily speak and instantly see your text or               
email messages. In fact, it’s up to five (5) times faster than typing on the keyboard. 

 happening. 

http://khanacademy.org/

